Creating a Partner Profile
Related policies:
•

Centers of Influence (COI) Management

Procedure to fill out a Partner Profile Template for a particular partner (partner prospect, partner and/or
Center of Influence (COI)).

❶ Schedule a 30 minute virtual meeting with the partner
Calendly scheduling would be the easiest way.
Alternatively the partner could provide you with a 30 minute time that works mutually and you send a virtual
meeting calendar invite.

❷ Prior to meeting, prepare their partner profile template
Open the Partner Profile Template and Make a copy replacing the [COMPANY NAME] with the name of the
partner:

Make sure AFTER copying on the slide to also replace the [COMPANY NAME] with the name of the partner:

❸ Start virtual meeting
Explain that you want to build a partner profile for them so that you very clearly understand how to refer them
business.

❹ First share screen and show the XL.net Partner Profile
Xl.net Partner Profile
Explain each section and make sure they understand it, as shortly you will be filling out theirs.

❺ Next open the prepared partner profile
Talk them through each section and fill it out.

•
•
•

Offering: Make sure for offering, that it is a generic name. Like "Outsource Bookkeeping" or
"Commercial Banking", guide them to leave out confusion.
Unique: Make sure they are truly as unique as possible. That it is not easy for their competitor to
make the same claim.
Niche: What specific industries or client types do they do the best with.

•

•
•
•

Latch: This one is hard, this needs to be a question YOU could ask most clients and prospects that
would make it clear that based on the answer you could introduce this partner. Like "Are you thirsty?"
If yes answer Yes, "Great, we have a partner with water."
Qualification: What would make a prospect qualified to work with this partner? What are the
minimum requirements.
Target Size: What is the prospect size range of a prospect for this partner? Size can be revenue,
employees, or anything that is quantifiable.
Referral Sources: Who externally specifically refers them the most business. Could be a person,
company, or segment like M&A attorneys.

For example:

❻ Once complete, if partner is interested, schedule another 30 minute meeting
Explain that at the next meeting, if interested, you will show them a hard to discover value of Linkedin Sales
Navigator where now that you understand each other well can make mutual introductions very easily.
That meeting will follow LinkedIn Meeting to mutually connect prospects .

❼ Send email with both profiles and reference future meeting if set
Attached the XL.net partner profile , and their partner profile that you just built. Reference your next meeting
if it was scheduled.
Thank them for their time, and ask them to let you know if there is anything you can do to help, to let you
know.

